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Synopsis 

 During the Fall semester of the 2011 – 2012 academic year I was awarded a 

sabbatical leave to work on a couple of projects that would benefit Lake Superior State 

University. Thanks to this leave, I was able to complete a textbook, develop skills in 

animated movie making, assist with the professional development of a mathematics 

department at a local community college, and obtain materials to begin a couple of new 

projects.   

 

Itinerary 

 To complete these activities, I travelled to several institutions of higher learning 

located in Ann Arbor MI, Meadville PA, Columbus OH and Chicago IL, along with some 

work performed at LSSU.  I visited the Special Collections Rare Book Library at the 

University of Michigan to review several texts from the 17
th

 and 18
th

 centuries about the 

state-of-the-art mathematical technology at the time.  I travelled twice to work with my 

co-authors at Allegheny College in Meadville to complete the final draft of our textbook.  

Allegheny was chosen due to its central location of the group that consisted of 

collaborators from Hillsdale College, Williams College, and Allegheny College.  I was 

able to return to The Ohio State University as a Visiting Scholar and began working on a 

collaborative project trying to understand the behavior of an analytic object, called an L-

series, and how the underlying algebraic function field determines the properties of the L-

series.  I spent a week in Chicago taking an introductory course in Maya, which is a 

program that creates interactive 3-dimensional environments that can be used in video 

games, animated films, and visual effects.  Finally, I performed some consulting work 

with Jan Miller, who is the chair of the math department at Bay Mills Community 

College.  In addition to assisting her with her required professional development, I was 

able to work with her in aligning BMCC curriculum with LSSU curriculum to assist their 

students with transferring mathematics courses from Bay Mills to Lake Superior State. 

 

  

Accomplishments 

 The textbook Algebraic Geometry: A Problem Solving Approach was submitted 

to the American Mathematical Society for formal review.  The authoring group has been 

in contact with the acquisitions editor throughout the writing of the text and we have 

received positive feedback before the formal submission.  The text is undergoing editorial 

review by the AMS staff in conjunction with outside reviewers.  The text was designed 

for inclusion in the Student Mathematical Library series and we expect to receive an 

update soon. 

  After completing the week-long course in Maya, I have been practicing the skills 

learned in the course to direct animated movies to help illustrate mathematical ideas.  

One such movie is designed to go with an exercise in the textbook.  The problem requires 

the reader to construct a torus by puncturing two spheres and connecting the pieces with 



rectangular sheets rolled up into a cylindrical shape.  While the original solution 

consisted of a sequence of line diagrams, the solution I illustrated using Maya now 

consists of a 40 second animated movie with a soundtrack explaining the steps as they 

occur.  This video was created after the text was submitted, but will be made available 

once the text is released. 

 Even though I will return to LSSU for the Spring 2012 semester, I have retained 

my status as a Visiting Scholar at Ohio State for the remainder of the academic year.  

This will afford me the opportunity to use the resources at OSU remotely.  In addition to 

the traditional mathematical resources, I have also obtained access to the artistic 

databases for reference in my subsequent work examining the mathematical relationships 

in art and the artistic applications of mathematics. 

 Throughout the semester I met with Jan Miller, who is currently the chair of the 

mathematics department at Bay Mills Community College.  As part of her professional 

development, she is required to complete coursework towards a master’s degree in 

mathematics.  Jan is fulfilling her requirements by taking coursework through the 

University of Houston.  Due to the difficulty of the material and the impossibility of face-

to-face guidance with the instructors, she met with me to assist her with the material, 

which consisted of coursework in both Abstract Algebra and Linear Algebra.  In addition 

to working in mathematics, we worked together to align course objective and outcomes at 

BMCC to those at LSSU.  Courses in algebra and statistics will have the same objectives 

at BMCC as the equivalent courses at LSSU. 

 

Future Plans 

 Once the textbook has been published, the next goal of the authoring group is to 

offer workshops and seminars for people who wish to adopt the text.  I have begun to 

create materials for use by any of my collaborators who wish to lead such a workshop.  

Material will consist of both print and multimedia to assist people who will teach using 

the textbook.  I am working on examining L-series over algebraic function fields with 

finite characteristic in the hopes of understanding results published by Federico Pellarin 

this past October.  With access to digital libraries, I hope to discover new examples for 

inclusion in a text detailing the interaction between art and mathematics.  Finally, I hope 

to continue the collaboration and consultation between Bay Mills Community College 

and Lake Superior State University to our mutual benefit. 




